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An anonymous person said, it's not that you've got your degree back. It's not you that you think. In the book, comfortably slowed by Santhea Rylant, is about a guy who struggles with self-confidence and doubt. This guy is Asad, Leo thinks he's slow, and he met Charlie until he can never be happy. Some
people might think sofa from The Rest by Santhea Rylant which is slow, but it's really about not doubting one's own. To start, the rest is about not doubting one's own sofas as slow as compared to the rest. At first Leo always thinks he's slow, and he's indisabled. For example, on page 2 paragraph 2, the
text says, they didn't have many friends because they were comfortable slow. Leo keeps himself in doubt because he's not very confident. Another example was on page 2, the text says, was that his father said this: slow down comfortably. I think, one of the reasons is that he is doubting himself that his
father is not very helpful. As you can see Leo is always doubting himself. Next, the rest is about not doubting yourself as slow as compared to the rest. Leo does not think he is good enough, so Leo is no longer happy. For example, page 2 paragraph 3, the text says, Leo was slow to read, slow in
statistics, slow in almost everything that passed between him in the classroom. Another example was on page 5, the text says, most of the time they talk about Charlie. That makes me think, that Leo is proud of Charlie, and Charlie gives him strength. This shows that Leo is getting more confident. After
all, the rest is about not being lazy than you doubt. Leo was not confident but now Leo is more confident. For example, on page 2, the text says, and other kids were placed in a room with kids who were as lazy as they thought Leo would never get on it. He saw no way of being happy after that. At first Leo
had an unhappy child, but then he met Charlie, who changed Leo's life. I also saw on page7, the text says, that night, just in his room, Charlie on his shoulder, Leo felt proud. And for the first time Leo felt fast. Leo changed because he realizes you don't have to live on one thing, and now Leo is confident in
himself! To collect, comfortably slow edited by Santhea Rylant, is about a untrusted boy who changes because of her little charlie. I've learned that it's okay if you're lazy but try not to doubt ye. I hope you have confidence in ye. In the story, the more comfortable, the santhea by a boy named Leo became
friends with a certain. Leo was considered more and more children lazy than their age because he learned too slow. Leo and the some were great friends because they were both moved slowly. In the story, Santhea Rylant was able to show readers how friends can improve difficult situations. In a way, the
story is that Showed can make It was better when Leo took out his fourth grade classroom.  The story said, they saw no way of being happy after that, because Leo was so displeased.  But the story also said that Charlie was a man of Leo's happiness and did it by being favourable.  He was asad because
of his switch to another class, but Charlie made it much better for him.  Charlie being a good friend, helped to see the positive side of things. Charlie also helped improve fifth grade because Charlie had someone to talk to privately every day.  Since Leo thought Charlie was a war-doer, so he thought older
people were wise, Leo felt the conversation with Charlie.  A comfortable friend always makes things better to talk to.  Leo knew he could trust Charlie, and he felt much better about things. Another important point from the story is that friends show that they improve the situation when Leo took Charlie to
school.  School was not the best place for Leo, especially since he was held back in fourth grade.  When Leo took school to Charlie, Charlie helped fast and confident for the first time in a long time.  After helping Charlie through such a difficult time, Santhea Rgikoya was able to show how friendships can
improve life.          Seeing these points, I learned from this story that friends can definitely help ease difficult situations.  At the beginning of the story, Leo was a very dissonant boy because of his laziness.  By the end of the story, Leo was very happy because of his friendship with Charlie Chasi.  Charlie
helped Leo realize that he was not just slow on things.  Friendship is important because friends are always there for you when you need them to help make any situation suppherify, or easier to deal with.   An anonymous person said, it's not that you've got your degree back. It's not you that you think. In
the book, comfortably slowed by Santhea Rylant, is about a guy who struggles with self-confidence and doubt. This guy is Asad, Leo thinks he's slow, and he met Charlie until he can never be happy. Some people might think sofa from The Rest by Santhea Rylant which is slow, but it's really about not
doubting one's own. To start, the rest is about not doubting one's own sofas as slow as compared to the rest. At first Leo always thinks he's slow, and he's indisabled. For example, on page 2 paragraph 2, the text says, they didn't have many friends because they were comfortable slow. Leo keeps himself
in doubt because he's not very confident. Another example was on page 2, the text says, was that his father said this: slow down comfortably. I think, one of the reasons is that he is doubting himself that his father is not very helpful. As you can see, Leo is always in doubt Next, the rest is about not
doubting yourself as slow as compared to the rest. Leo does not think he is good enough, so Leo is no longer happy. For example, page 2 paragraph 3, the text says, Leo was slow to read, slow in statistics, slow in almost everything that passed between him in the classroom. Another example was on
page 5, the text says, most of the time they talk about Charlie. That makes me think, that Leo is proud of Charlie, and Charlie gives him strength. This shows that Leo is getting more confident. After all, the rest is about not being lazy than you doubt. Leo was not confident but now Leo is more confident.
For example, on page 2, the text says, and other kids were placed in a room with kids who were as lazy as they thought Leo would never get on it. He saw no way of being happy after that. At first Leo had an unhappy child, but then he met Charlie, who changed Leo's life. I also saw on page7, the text
says, that night, just in his room, Charlie on his shoulder, Leo felt proud. And for the first time Leo felt fast. Leo changed because he realizes you don't have to live on one thing, and now Leo is confident in himself! To collect, comfortably slow edited by Santhea Rylant, is about a untrusted boy who
changes because of her little charlie. I've learned that it's okay if you're lazy but try not to doubt ye. I hope you have confidence in ye. In the story, the more comfortable, the santhea by a boy named Leo became friends with a certain. Leo was considered more and more children lazy than their age
because he learned too slow. Leo and the some were great friends because they were both moved slowly. In the story, Santhea Rylant was able to show readers how friends can improve difficult situations. In a way the story has revealed that friends can improve conditions when Leo felt bad about taking
him out of his fourth grade classroom. The story said, they saw no way of being happy after that, because Leo was so displeased. But the story also said that Charlie was a man of Leo's happiness and did it by being favourable. He was asad because of his switch to another class, but Charlie made it
much better for him. Charlie being a good friend, helped to see the positive side of things. Charlie also helped improve fifth grade because Charlie had someone to talk to privately every day. Since Leo thought Charlie was a war-doer, so he thought older people were wise, Leo felt the conversation with
Charlie. A comfortable friend always makes things better to talk to. Leo knew he could trust Charlie, and he felt much better about things. Another important point from the story is that friends show that they improve the situation when Leo took Charlie to school. Best place for school leo It was, especially
since they were back in the fourth. When Leo took school to Charlie, Charlie helped fast and confident for the first time in a long time.  After helping Charlie through such a difficult time, Santhea Rgikoya was able to show how friendships can improve life.          Seeing these points, I learned from this story
that friends can definitely help ease difficult situations.  At the beginning of the story, Leo was a very dissonant boy because of his laziness.  By the end of the story, Leo was very happy because of his friendship with Charlie Chasi.  Charlie helped Leo realize that he was not just slow on things.  Friendship
is important because friends are always there for you when you need them to help make any situation suppherify, or easier to deal with.           Rest comfortably than the story slow edited by Santhea Rlilant a boy named Leo went to The Rocko Mountain with their parents and two sisters. Leo looked
around the street when he sees what he saw. I see a certain. He said with encouragement. He never knew why a certainone would do me in a street this season. I believe that the author shows friendship. The author also showed happiness and joy. Leo took Charlie to his big school and one of Leo's
friends said to him. You don't have very slow hope and your little one will die soon. That's Leo's friend. Not fair to the lazy people around it. Said Leo had become leo and Charlie's best friends as a result they knew each other really well. They did not care whether they were slow or slow at ease. Leo
thought he felt the routine fast but before he understood friendship was very important became good. He was glad he selected Charlie for a best friend so that after that the slow ingested he realized he would be fine and he would be a team. I believe friendship is important in this story he has any real
friendship that a friend can have.  Leo and Charlie may be even more friends now what is.                                   The Other Man
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